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Across

2. The 16th President of the United States

4. What is enforced separation of races?

5. A group pardon

8. 17 th President of the United States who 

proposed a relatively lenient plan of construction. 

black codes-new laws used by southern states to 

control African Americans.

12. What is a personal tax to be paid before voting.

13. The Thirteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution abolished slavery and involuntary 

servitude, except as punishment for a crime. The 

amendment was passed by Congress on January 31, 

1865, and ratified by the required 27 of the then 36 

states on December 6, 1865 and proclaimed on 

December 18.

14. “The right of citizens of the United States to vote 

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States 

or by any State on account of race, color, or previous 

condition of servitude.” The 15th Amendment granting 

African-American men the right to vote was adopted 

into the U.S.

15. granted citizenship rights to African Americans 

and guaranteed the civil rights of all people except 

Native Americans.

17. Southern whites who had opposed secession.

18. What is a laborer who works the land for the 

farmer who owns it, in exchange for a share of the 

value of the crop?

19. an advocate or supporter of democracy

20. What is a test to see if a person can read and 

write?

Down

1. A Southern sympathzer who assassinated 

President Lincoln.

3. What is a provision that allowed a voter to avoid 

a literacy test if his grandfather had been eligible to 

vote on January 1, 1867?

6. ratified in 1868, granted citizenship to all 

persons born or naturalized in the United 

States—including former slaves—and guaranteed all 

citizens “equal protection of the laws.”

7. a name given by southerners to northern whites 

who went south to start businesses or pursue political 

office.

9. a person advocating or supporting republican 

government

10. A african american who is forced to walk

11. enslaved people who had been freed by the war.

16. the bringing of formal charges against a public 

official?
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republican slave freedman segregation

carpetbaggers Democrat scalawags 13th amendment

amnesty Grandfather clause Andrew Johnson impeachment
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